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Excerpt from Hurricanes 
by Seymour Simon

Hurricanes are the only weather disasters that have been given 

their own names, such as Andrew, Camille, Floyd, Fran, Hugo, Irene, 

Katrina, Opal, and Rita. In some ways all hurricanes are alike. But like 

people, each hurricane has its own story.

All hurricanes form in the same way. They begin life in the warm, 

moist atmosphere over tropical ocean waters. First, the atmosphere 

gathers heat energy through contact with ocean waters that are above 

80 degrees Fahrenheit to a depth of about two hundred feet. Next, 

moisture evaporating from the warm waters enters the atmosphere and 

begins to power the infant hurricane.

The growing hurricane forms bands of clouds and winds near the 

ocean surface that spiral air inward. The air is heated by warm ocean 

water, creating strong winds and forcing them to rise higher. This 

increases the power of the hurricane and leads to stormy conditions 

over huge areas. Hurricanes can easily last more than a week and may 

strike Caribbean islands days before whirling north and west into the 

United States.
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